Service Monitor
Everything at a glance – at the right time

Reliable and on time:
UNITED GRINDING Service Monitor knows when maintenance work recommended in the operating manual is due and notifies you reliably and on time.
One step ahead

The Service Monitor indicates by way of a clear traffic light system when the servicing is due (dates dependent on hours in operation and set service intervals as per the operating manual) for all connected machines. You can see in the Service Monitor when maintenance activities are required. Comprehensive information about each machine and the required tools, spare and wear parts as well as instructions are available.

The completed maintenance work is acknowledged by your employees thus ensuring that care of your machine is documented.

Your advantages at a glance:
- Structured servicing planning
- Servicing made easy thanks to instructions
- Service documentation available online
- Ordering suggestions for wear and spare parts
Your data in safe hands

The most important feature of Internet-based connections is safety. UNITED GRINDING Digital Solutions is a Trusted Product as certified by the TÜVIT certification center. TÜVIT certified hardware and software: Secure products and systems you can rely on.
Any questions? Please contact us.

Secure the right Service Monitor product.
Call us, we are happy to advise.
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